When 'in all history', for instance, has 'the meaning of materials' or
•anything deeper than fine composition been found in these academic
circles until the men whose work you are now officially told—'modern
architecture is not going to resemble' came along? The simplest know-
ledge of simples, 'the meaning of materials', my thesis in particular,
would utterly destroy these native 'Beaux Arts' establishments. It has
already gone far toward doing so because of utter ignorance in the practice
of the very nature of materials and the uses of modern methods and that
misunderstanding of modern architecture which is a sublime American
Beaux Arts characteristic! 'Composition?' That only is the shrine of all
Beaux Arts training.
Well, 'Composition' is dead.
The silhouette of masonry mass over steel only lives as a festering
feudal hangover, a false gesture. But in organic architecture, Creation
still lives as the Magna Charta of your Liberty. Yet you are told your work
must not resemble it!
So it is natural and inevitable that hypocrisy should flower as the result
of this system of eclectic imitation not only fostered, but now featured by
the institution calling itself the 'American Beaux Arts'! The result must
be—no fruit.
But, should fault be found with an ostrich because it persists in sticking
its head in the sand, because no ostrich is a lion? Where, I ask you, young
man—are you going to learn the truth that 'intelligent mass', 'considera-
tion of the three dimensional block of the building' are not fundamentals,
and learn that merely as such, all are properties of good design no longer
applying, fundamentally, to youth in architecture? These items are not
principles but qualities—mere by-products of good design. No longer
'fundamental', I assure you.
So if you are to be 'pushed back to classicism' (the threat is contained
in the circular) and therefore confined to these old reactions referred to as
'the fundamentals of good design' which the ancient Beaux Arts once
learned and the modern institution now refuses or is unable to forget,
then this moment seems the proper time to hold out to such of you as are
really in love with architecture, opportunity to learn something of the
principles that make 'modern architecture' so objectionable to the Beaux
Arts; and make it so chiefly because it has become a threat to their own
self-preservation. The accompanying plan must explain to you what I
mean by opportunity. Taliesin has already established a living, world-
wide Tradition. Now it has good reason to know that Youth everywhere
is hungry for this new reality. Everywhere Youth is rocking in an old
academic boat no longer seaworthy. Even in the dock for repairs, that old
'classic', the 'American Beaux Arts' can no longer be made safe for youth.
Nothing modern architecture has to give any student can reach him by
way of such eclectic imitation as now captains and sails that old caravel.
However reformed, the Beaux Arts cannot forget that it must never learn,
Taliesin, January, 1952.

